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The King Peter, Proclamation 

I, The King Peter Gottwald apologize for the use of knowledge of attacks against the Yugoslav 

federation, however, I point to the same objective of common interest against ,,justice not 

function’’. 

Proclamations and publishing of such ideological punchlines and serious argument, as 

confirmed by NATO, EU and NATO policy, common activities such as intelligence and 

strategy hienism with the intention of liquidation competition and state which may be based on 

the ability of their independence against copetetion of foreign politics. 

In 1999, the Yugoslav government violate the rights of national entitlements for democracy. 

NATO alliance through policy interests of European countries and asserted a claim of 

international law and global political obligation to respond and end to political crimes, NATO 

took the opportunity for the realization of its project of domination and defeated opposition with 

the same reality as the anti-democratic practices of the Yugoslav government. 

NATO forces have been utilized for the removal of policy which is based on discrimination, 

democracy, and therefore to NATO forces helped the people and the state of Yugoslavia, for the 

good of the Yugoslav nation. Thus the wording of the obligation to international law and NATO 

only allegations and abusive situations for the use of its project by means of hard to defeat the 

forces of domination of the political opposition on the territory of another state. 

So it proved, however, NATO forces failed to initiate steps to promote state of Yugoslavia. 

Reall act of NATO activities have a view to the liquidation of streets and population centers. 

Many civilian object was blasted by weapons prohibited by international law. NATO carried out 

a strategy scare people and hard injury to their right to security. Democracy was in danger again, 

the nation of Yugoslavia was threatened by their existence. 

NATO Alliance and European states over ten year of hard that their intention was just to 

support democracy functions. European states argue that in the interest of their activities is not 

any grounds for suspicion of discrimination democracy, and therefore, European countries can 

not be oposition is touch a similar situation. 

Today, however, public reality is that European states violate the full extent more than 95% of 

International political rules, European countries harms more than 195 countries around the 

world about their right freely to develop and use standards of international politics. The main 

concern European governments country violates their duty to democracy and therefore there is 

the same situation as in 1999, Yugoslavia suspicion of discrimination and violation of state for 

democracy, a lawful act which means claim to fruition legal step bomber and disposal of 

government land. 



European governments the country, the NATO alliance and other forms of European political 

groups together espouses a lawful act certify that their concern is always oppose anti-fascist 

movement, to stop blocking democracy and always destroy a group in the interests of 

threatening war crimes and genocide. So always support international law and freedom of the 

nations, in the interest of the UN Charter. Public form of false be interest of political 

manipulation. 

European false against Mean International Right’s, it is proof of ability to false against 

everythink. 

European governments are only interested in the country of diversion of International rules to 

allow for disposal of any other state abroad, a state which can achieve significant economic 

development or power politics, the military and global nature. 

Today, European governments countries are full and public confirmation of a party fascist 

movement and is based on a silent genocide, threats against the opposition, blocking the public 

roads and communication opinion, blocking the political parties and their origins, killing 

civilians and their partner people or family, and their manipulation with the help of hypnosis, 

blocking freedom words, each case of hard blocking for claiming the status of self determinin of 

state. European policy damage every form of International right’s, their Political Legality 

iswithout every Legal Validity. Therefore, every form of today European Sovereign activity is 

in the same format as occupation, act of De Jury be terrorist power and censuration all media or 

people. 

According to standard interest of European countries and the NATO alliance, today is indeed a 

day when the NATO alliance and the structure of European policy must be according to their 

own principles carry out the same act, an act of legal principle, similar in Yugoslavia in 1999, 

and so the same reason, the situation in the form of a scheme is based on political crimes. 

European governments as well as refuse support to any similar acts and steps for stopping crime 

and security because they are like bombing only if they are need or like it, therefore it is 

confirmed that the same claims of military invasion and Bombing here own each states and 

governments of countries around the world. 

Therefore, it is necessary to emphasize on the severity of the European crime on the dimension 

of International law, because European terrorist government is violating more than 95% of 

International rules, with the value of criminal liability for the acts in the form of the biggest 

crimes in human history, at the same time outshine all the crime statistics of time World War II 

in the global character. 

Today, European governments as active and growing threat to the emergence of a global war 

that is risk at the level of destruction against the seven miliard innocent human lives. Step 

Following today strategically and planning, with responsibility creation of Genocide Act 300 

milion people worldwide. 

Therefore, it is evidence that European governments of countries abusing the system of political 

rules and International law, and only in the interests of hienistic purposes and disposal of other 

parties in their opposition of civilization and political force, destruction and other states without 

respect to the true nature of the conflict. 



European governments if their political regime is in the same criminal situation, then the 

commencement of silence strategy of hienism and terrorism, global crime through Act shot 

down the aircrafts, murder of politics, tornadoes and earthquakes for destruction of civilization, 

spreading the virus such as Ebola and Zika, in the interest of workouts liquidation continental 

civilizations and their political or military powers. 

It is so real that European governments countries are real actors of most biggest criminal 

political nature and their intentions is actually realized only for global terrorism and not respect 

International rights and obligations. 

Today, the same ideology of NATO and the European Alliance today is really needed initiate 

the liquidation of European governments in the country and their powers, which supports 

activities in any format function terrorism. 

Therefore, it is confirmed that European political parties, in the interest of their cooperation 

on terrorism and stand up for the crimes of European policy, and thus at the same time also 

with the help of a legal act of disrespect current situation, therefore, any political party which 

is active in the interest of the policy, and therefore claims for participation in kandidaci act 

simultaneously obligations national self-determination, there is not existing any political 

party which, under international law can possess any right to attempt their own presentations 

for success and self-determination national elected to such political parties. The main 

principles of the rules of international political, terrorist groups can not be with claims of 

sovereignty or political value and activity. 

European political parties do not respect the present situation, through legal act is confirmed by 

the authorities of their intention and presentation of Legal acts to support the stability of 

European terrorist regime. Each political party shall be inspected by International police and 

then sentenced before the International Criminal Court of the UN in order to incarceration and 

punishment for an act of International terrorisme, or punishment to death. 

This creates a situation which is confirmed by our claim for candidature for national self-

determination status, and as only one side of a legal right for candidature, World Diamond 

International Alliance, because here is not possible to choose another party. 

So it is legally confirmed the sovereignty of the World Diamond International Alliance is today 

legaly active without any option for oposition. 

Sovereignty is at the same time confirmed through the UN Charter, UNSC obligation for 

respecting International principles and declarations that have been declared through the state 

UNGA global democracy as the value of votes of more than 2/3 of the members of UNGA, the 

value of which is politically and under the Charter of the United Nations in many forms stronger 

and more significant than UNSC entitlement and privilege to issue resolutions or any other 

affected. 

Today, the system of International rules means that for the strength of European States debt and 

intent on cooperation on terrorism, therefore today as a threat extinction of civilization be 

demilitarization or legal bancrupt, means that European states have no choice but to promote the 

establishment of sovereignty WD International Alliances, because is it duty according 

International Rights who is declared be The Global Democratical power of the 2/3 member 

states of The UN organization. If European states are in opposition, then the situation will be 



achieved when European civilization, the state and society ceases to exist, in any format without 

legal political activity, terra nullius. 

Terra nullius and sign the final claims for the Imperium of Diamond's take over territory to its 

own holding of the ground, without respect to policy WD, because of dereliction of political 

duty. 

UNSC, must respect International rules and at the same time the UN Charter. This means that 

the UNSC must IMMEDIATELY confirm UNSC strategy on European national ourselves 

destination of the sovereignty of states. The only possibility for the decision is confirmed as the 

sovereignty of the Federal Government's Imperium of Diamond’s or The World Diamond 

International Alliance. 

Any other choice and the opposition is in the form of an act of International terrorism, and the 

full entitlement for Global Duty Cooperation with a view to the liquidation of such person or 

entity. 

 

 

Responsibility of activity and Global Dimension: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Thank You for Your esteemed time and I believe in Your understanding of and 

respect the interests of the International political principles which, through the 

ability to actually function as a key to maintaining world security and stability, 

political and global civilization existence. 

 

 

 

 

 

The King Peter, The ID’s Federal Government 2016 

 

 


